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About This Game

The battle between humans and the devil was a very long time. The victory was for the humanity many years ago. The sectarians
tried to summon Satan, but it was in vain. But in the last battle he promised to come back ....

The main character is a plain guy. What side will he decide to accept? Will he want to remain faithful to God or take the power
...

Key feature -

Partly non-linear progression

Huge world

Sandbox,no one's stopping you do what you want

there are several various of endings

unforgettable adventures

many moral choices
and a possibility to

visit hell and heaven
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Awesome game. Loved it!. gay af there is an online free verson
. Game can get fustrating, but thats a good thing means I'm actually playing the game and not doing it for me.

The dual control system is nice, works well and using an Xbox 1 controller and just works fine with the preset mapping and no
need to configure it, you take control of each goat and watch them die many many times, at this point there is no more
Sympathy to be had here in their bleeting moments.

Game looks very polished and works right out of the box for me, I do enjoy challanging games, dont let the aethestics fool you,
its far from a cute game, its punishing more then most games out there.

If anyone plays games from the touhou series, its that level of fustration that can get to you.

Personally give this game a try, very few games and I can only think of one that even plays like this, its nice to see more
innovation in games that lets us play games in a more interesting way rather.. Read the negative reviews and I got to say they are
harsh but fair. The content added by this DLC is certainly over priced. Apart from the price though is it is refreshing and fun so
for now just save you're money and wait for this to go on sale.. Everyone who like strategy games should get Ashes of the
Singularity: Escalation
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Great pinball game worth the price I paid for it. Picked it up on slae so saved a little on it. Had hours of fun with it. Worth
looking into getting.. I wasn't sure what to expect when I started to play this game but I must say I was surprised at how much I
enjoyed this game. It shows as a good example of how good writing, story and good depth in gameplay will always trump
graphics. It also feels as long as it should be, and not padded with mundane side stuff. My only constructive piece of critiscism
would be a lack of male characters, after a while you know that there is a dating sim clearly here, but I think that may have been
the developers goal. But until that realisation, it was standing up perfectly fine as an interesting story, and still did after, though a
small bit of the immersion was lost.

If a sequel(direct or indirect) was made to this game, I would definitely pick it up on release.. True route is amazing. Highly
recommend.. It's a simple little RTS game, like, for kids practically. Simple enough to be a flash game, almost. But the art and
the writing are pretty okay, and the gameplay is fast paced enough to make it worth poking around in now and again. 3/5. only
keyboard or controller? too bad it looked great.. I started playing this with my 6 year old daughter to teach her about light. This
a great puzzle game with simple, yet very pleasant visuals. The controls are well designed and well explained in a series of
tutorials. I still have to complete the game but I can already see how complexity and difficulty will increase!
Highly recommended!
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